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Two Counter-Currents articles
After all the terrible atrocities humans have perpetrated and
continue to perpetrate against animals I think we should abolish
all human history and exterminate all humans to make the
world a better place for the rest of the living. Lets end speciesism
and human supremacy. – Joseph Walsh

I concluded my entry yesterday by saying that because of pride
whites don’t want to see the cause of their misfortune: the
axiological reversal that Christianity caused in their collective
mind. A paradigm of such pride is exemplified by libertarian
Americans.

Three months ago I realised that the ideology advocated by the
former youtuber John Mark was cuckoldry. I wrote: ‘Mark says
that, unlike the alt-right, propertiarianism represents the
“scientific” approach and that those who practice it “love all
people” [including non-whites]’. One of CC’s articles, the one
about Mark and his pathetic libertarian mentor, is as funny as
what a couple of years ago happened to the two Matts, who
wanted to create an impossible chimera between Orthodox
Christianity and racism. The grotesque event of this July 4 in
which John Mark and his mentor imploded has been well
illustrated with the Dodo metaphor in the CC article. The
comments section is fascinating.

In my post yesterday, I also said that I consider the issue of child
abuse my forte, although in recent years I have realised that this
issue is inseparable from the animal abuse that humans
perpetrate. Now I think both are two sides of the same coin. The
other CC article addresses the issue of animal rights, but in a very
flawed way.

I don’t want to expand too much because my yesterday post is
important, and instead of adding a lot of posts on top of it I would
like to give it time, to see if I get more replies (about the pederasty
in Homer’s poetry nobody has said a peep).

Simply put, abuse of children or animals cannot be addressed by
the intellect alone, as that second CC article does. It is necessary to
involve emotions. In my soliloquies I call ‘hemiplegic’ those who
believe that only by using the left hemisphere of the brain can
understand a man-made tragedy.

As Aristotle saw well, the purpose of the Greek tragedy was to
produce a catharsis in the spectator: as my friend Teresa cried in
the car, all the way back, when many years ago we went to see
Iphigenia. I didn’t cry, but the tragedy of the teenage Iphigenia,
whom her father sacrifices to the gods, shocked me to the point of
including that Greek film among one of my ten favourites.

The CC article is analogous to the Iphigenia theme… without any
emotion (see Walsh’s quote above)! In my books in Spanish I
address the same topic—sacrificing your child or an animal—with
the equivalent of Teresa’s sea of tears that night. In addition to my
cold argumentation after such catharsis, the alternation of both
hemispheres results in a balanced understanding: Apollo dancing
with Dionysus so to speak, compared to the hemiplegic approach
we see in this second CC article and the following comments.
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Dr Peters update!
Chris Martenson just dropped a bomb.

But first, compared to the flu, I’d like to
ask what’s the coronavirus death rate in
the US? Some people are saying it’s almost

fifty times higher than that of the flu. A few months ago I read it
was twenty times higher.

At any event there is a possibility that covid-19, synthesised in a
Chinese laboratory, will stay with Homo sapiens forever, just like
the common flu. Much research and hard data are still lacking, but
the possibility exists that our species will never achieve herd
immunity with covid-19, just as is the case with the flu.

If this is proven I must blame Christianity and its bastard son,
neochristianity (‘Let’s love the Other! Let’s awaken the Oriental
Dragon that Napoleon warned us about!’) for this horseman of the
Apocalypse. If Anglo-Saxon Christians had allowed Germans to
have their empire, Japan would have taken over China. Since the
Third Reich would now cover from the Atlantic to the Urals, and
this Greater Deutschland would have nuclear weapons, the
Germans would never have allowed the Orientals to develop
biological weapons.

But that did not happen, courtesy of Anglo-Saxon Christians…

If the mere possibility that Martenson explains in his last video
turns out to be more than a possibility, the Apocalypse that I
imagined later in the 21st century (after oil ran out) has begun.
And it would have begun not because covid-19 is going to kill as
many humans as Dr. Peters’ virus killed in that movie, but because
the radical change of our lifestyles cannot be greater.
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Tepidarium

Théodore Chassériau, 1853 (Musée d’Orsay, Paris)
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The transvaluation explained
Stefan Molyneux was recently expelled from YouTube and his
thousands of videos, deleted. Yesterday, they also kicked him out
of Twitter. For one thing, that’s fine, as Moly, whose mother was
Jewish, was always a gate-keeper on the Jewish question. And it is
impossible to understand what happens to the West unless
someone expands the JQ into what we have been calling CQ, the
Christian Question.

However, the day before yesterday, before being expelled from
Twitter, Moly was interviewed by a Christian who still has his
YouTube channel. Moly said something in the context of parent-
child abuse, a topic that I consider my forte: ‘People used to have
their fathers’ wounds heal with their relationship with God’.

Very true! And what is happening now in the Aryan collective
unconscious is that, since they took away their (((god))), now they
have no choice but to imitate, albeit secularly, Jesus through their
own self-immolation as in the recent negrolatric events.

Speaking of Twitter, Will Westcott has been a white advocate who
uses that platform and says very sharp things. Yesterday for
example he said: ‘Liberalism is a state backed religion. Dissent
and freedom of speech is not allowed. Heretics will be dox’d, fired
from their job, arrested, and charged with a hate crime’.

I don’t mind the word liberalism, but I would have said it this way:
Neochristianity, or following Jesus through secular self-
immolation, is a state-backed religion. Dissent and freedom of
speech are not allowed. Apostates of neochristianity will be dox’d,
fired from their job, arrested, and charged with a hate crime.

Westcott recently also tweeted, putting up an image of the
Constantine statue, ‘Constantine at York statue is incredibly
powerful. The authority, the glamour, the supremacy of the
Imperator is so far beyond any leader of our current age who
would be worthy of such representation’.

I strongly called Westcott’s attention, leaving him a link to the
PDF of The Fair Race and suggesting that he read the first part of
the book, which is about how Constantine should be considered
the greatest imaginable villain in the history of the ancient world.

Unlike Westcott, Robert Morgan does have a clear notion of the
damage that Christianity did to the white race. In his most recent
comment he wrote:

The fish doesn’t perceive the water he swims in; or as Ellul put
it, when a propaganda has triumphed completely, it disappears
from view as propaganda. Then it becomes the normal,
replacing whatever existed before with itself. Christianity
conquered the West so completely and uprooted paganism so
thoroughly that nothing remains in the culture that opposes it.
There are only various Christian heresies, some of which, like
Marxism, accept the Christian moral outlook on the so-called
“brotherhood of man”, but relegate belief in Jesus to an optional
accessory, or even oppose it. Gone with paganism is the white
man’s primeval joyousness, his celebration of himself as
depicted in the sculptures of ancient Rome and Greece. Gone is
his sensuality and love of life; gone his love of victory; gone his
pride. He learned from Christianity to despise himself, be
ashamed of sex, and look forward to death.

And in another comment he added:

A prominent feature of today’s totalitarianism is a 1984-style
Anti-Sex League. This operates synergistically with the
Puritanical view of sex fostered by Christianity, and now persists
as Christianity’s cultural residue even among those who aren’t
religious, or even consider themselves anti-Christian.

This is very true and we must analyse it.

Almost without exception, all white advocates ignore, like
Westcott, that the anti-white zeitgeist in the collective unconscious
of the white man was born in the times of Constantine. That is
why it is so important to read Evropa Soberana’s essay in that first
part of the book that I compiled. However, reading it is only the
beginning to amend our ways, as we shall see in this post.

An individual who truly transvalues all values detects
reminiscences of the Christian ethos even in the harshest novel a
white advocate has written. I have already talked about this but it
is worth repeating. The Turner Diaries contains a passage in
which it is said that the Order would take a freedom fighter to the
firing squad if he rapes a woman who also belongs to that
liberation movement.

The first thing to consider here is that Pierce wrote his novel
before the movement of frustrated men emerged on the internet
analysing women’s psychology to the point of understanding it. In
short, women only become bad if they don’t have many children,
just as men become bad if we fail to kill the enemy.

In the context of war, the life of a man is worth infinitely more
than the life of a woman, and this is where Pierce erred. One of the
toughest episodes during Julius Caesar’s war in Gaul happened
when those on Vercingetorix’s side had to expel Gallic women and
children from a besieged fortress, as the food was scarce, and it
was understood that without the precious life of the male warriors
the war would be lost.

Unlike the above anecdote, which shows how precious the male
life is during wartime, in the reader’s mind that passage from
Pierce’s novel which is very brief, only demoralises the would-be
soldier. In total war what counts is to kill, genocide, exterminate,
and not leave stone upon stone of the enemy culture as the
Romans did in Carthage. Occasionally, this Blond Beast is allowed
to rape even the women in his tribe. Although the Vikings TV
series is as flawed as Game of Thrones to describe the spirit of
yesteryear, I remember in one of the episodes of the first season
that Rollo raped a woman from his village simply because he
fancied her.

For the white advocate who wants to do something for his race,
and even for the Pierce who wrote that passage, it would be
absolutely inconceivable if you carried that barbarism into the
world today. True, once there is a social contract in a pure white
society (think of the Jane Austen or Downton Abbey worlds), rape
should not be allowed. But in those societies the institution of
marriage (every Jack had his Jill) was rock solid.

The point is that we do not live in times of early or late
Victorianism. We live in the time when Christianity (cf. once again
Soberana’s essay) has been axiologically transformed into a
neochristianity whose goal is that whites immolate themselves.

In these times, the only thing that matters is to disabuse the Aryan
man from the lie of millennia as Nietzsche would say. (Hence the
priest of the 14 words’ first guideline: ‘Speak only to Aryan
males’.) What Morgan says in his second quote could be
illustrated not only with the case of the Viking Rollo raping a
woman from his village, but with the siege of the Vercingetorix
warriors, although now seen from the Roman side.

Homer describes Ganymede as the most beautiful of mortals, and
in one version of the myth, Zeus falls in love with his beauty and
abducts him to serve as cup-bearer in Olympus. Although Zeus
was basically hetero and always had countless affaires with
goddesses and human women, he wanted to know what the cute
brat tasted like (Lol!). Imagine that one of Julius Caesar’s
centurions, a married man with children in a distant village, as
most soldiers was sexually starved in the camp. Following the
example of Zeus-Jupiter, he fancied a teenager as androgynous as
Giton, whom I alluded to recently in this comment, and adopted
him as the cup-bearer of his tent.

Who in the Roman world would care, in times of war, that this
centurion felt that infatuation for the ephebe? Who the hell would
tear their clothes like even racist ‘anti-Christians’ would do today,
so loaded on their backs with the ogre of the Xtian superego?

These two examples illustrate what Morgan
says in the quote above. Just as Westcott
apparently had no inkling of the role
Constantine played in the destruction of the
ancient world, contemporary racists, even so-
called anti-Christians, remain slaves to the
moralism dictated by Moses rather than the
morality of Homer.

Many people, even those who have congratulated me on this site
for the texts I have translated unmasking Christianity, have no
idea what the phrase ‘transvaluation of all values’ means.

It means: Be humble!

Be humble enough to recognise that we committed a blunder
seventeen hundred years ago. Constantine’s mistake that may
cost the race its very existence meant exchanging the beautiful
Aryan Gods and the mores accompanying them for the nefarious
god of the Jews.

If the white race is heading towards extinction it is due to the
pride of refusing to see something so obvious.
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On sewing ladies
Or:

Melanie turned 104!

The key to understanding white decline is simply to briefly visit
the sites of white nationalism, alt-right, and alt-lite each day. The
first thing that strikes you is, as I have said, that they seem to be
run by ladies.

Every morning I visit the vlogger Styx-666 (who has survived the
recent YouTube purge), Occidental Dissent, American
Renaissance, Robert Morgan’s comments on Unz Review,
Counter-Currents, the McSpencer Group and The Occidental
Observer very briefly. I do it basically to see the titles of the recent
articles or videos and perhaps read a single paragraph, or two,
from one of those sites. Sometimes I read everything that Morgan
writes.

Except for the latter, there is no hate in any of them—and Morgan
is just a commenter, he doesn’t have any website. In contrast to
these non-haters the right attitude is, as I was told yesterday: ‘The
best course of action is to stay under the radar, accumulate
resources and hate. But one needs to start writing (and if possible,
talking) about killing and destroying’. But none of that exists on
the mentioned sites, only in some aggregations from the
commenters.

It makes me laugh more and more that they blame the Jews, when
it is obvious that it is whites, even those who are more or less
conscious, who are committing suicide. As the climate of the time
increasingly becomes openly anti-white, their spirits should’ve
already been amalgamated with the spirit of The Turner Diaries.
But no: these conscious or semi-conscious whites are, basically,
still in happy mode. Excepting Twitter, you don’t even breathe a
real angry mode on days when blacks are already beginning to
physically attack whites without impunity.

The admins of the aforementioned websites are like the little
women who stay home when the first KKK emerged right after the
American Civil War. In Gone with the Wind and the film
adaptation Frank, Ashley, Rhett and several other accomplices
make a night raid. See clip: here, where they deceive their wives
and yanks so that the latter don’t blame them for the white justice
the southerners have just committed.

The whole movie avoided the mention of the phrase ‘Klu Klux
klan’ at all—a difference from the book. But the happy news is that
this month Olivia de Havilland has reached her 104 years!

The role that Olivia played as Melanie in the movie, the central
woman in the clip, is just how women must become after whites
grow a pair and dare to transvalue the values, becoming like
Frank, Rhett and Ashley again.

It is becoming increasingly intolerable to read the prose of people
who have testicles but who sit at home sewing. Fortunately the
System will tighten their nuts. When ten percent of whites start
dying during the upcoming holy racial wars, whites will transition
from happy mode to angry mode. It won’t be until a greater
percentage of whites die that they will be able to transition to
combat (defensive) mode. But the only mental state that will solve
the problem once and for all is the killing mode (coup).

No pain, no gain. Without suffering, real suffering I mean, racially
conscious whites will continue to be the little women they are by
not speaking, even academically, about Revolution when it is time
to start speaking openly.

‘Can anyone think of a single revolution in history that was
conducted by tricking people into gradually accepting
revolutionary anti-system truths, at which point everyone got
together and voted in their desired regime?’ —River Koenig.
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Ulysses and Nausicaa

Painting by Charles Gleyre (1806-1814)
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Are Americans doomed?
On Twitter Will Westcott recently said:

The US right-wing is dominated by liberal conservatism, a
perverse ideology that prioritizes extreme individualism and
selfishness over the public good and GDP [Gross Domestic
Product] as the reason for existence.

That’s why taking measures that hinder individualism or
economic growth are opposed.

In order to justify this ludicrous value system, liberal conservatism
engages in denialism or ridiculous conspiracy theories to explain
away the pandemic.

Facing up and admitting there’s a real pandemic would mean
exposing their real ideological motivations.

They can’t state what they really believe—that their personal
autonomy is more important than public health and they don’t
care how many get sick and die as long GDP keeps growing—
because that would be deeply unpopular. Thus, they descend into
denialism and conspiracy theories.

On the flip side, the US left-wing is dominated by liberal
progressivism, an equally perverse ideology that believes “racism”
and “white supremacy” is the real virus and more important to
fight than an actual pandemic that’s infecting and killing
thousands of people.

That is why the US left-wing initially opposed closing borders and
isolating foreigners when the virus first appeared—that would be
“racism” and “xenophobia” and then decided to form huge crowds
to protest white supremacy in the middle of a pandemic.

Liberal progrssivism does not have to devolve into denialism and
crackpot conspiracy theories to minimize the coronavirus because
they openly state they believe fighting racism is more important
than fighting a pandemic.

Liberal conservatism also agrees that racism is the greatest evil so
the progressive left receives no pushback or condemnation for
such an insane belief. Also, the conservatives want an excuse to
deny taking public health measures and the protests give them
that.

 
Based Barsoomian added:

At the same time they are doing nothing to stop blacks from
destroying the city and killing people on the streets.

 
Michael Tracey commented:

The US right-wing impulse to deny the severity of the coronavirus
has never made any sense ideologically. In other parts of the world
(India, etc.) it’s the total opposite (right-wing extra “tough” on the
virus). This is just nihilistic, knuckle-dragging, know-nothing
posturing.
 

My two cents:

That’s the United States. Half of the population having Mammon
as their god to the point of devolving into crackpot theories, and
the other half indistinguishable from the Jews regarding what the
Talmud says: that the best among the Goyim must be
exterminated.

In a video, yesterday I listened a few words from William Pierce
that Hunter Wallace embedded in his site. I had not listened to
Pierce for some time and it made me reiterate what I already
knew: that the Pierce who spoke once a week on the radio and the
Pierce of Who We Are are two Pierces. Similarly, the Hitler who
spoke to the masses was not the same as the one who spoke to his
friends in private.

Perhaps the reason the National Alliance doesn’t publish Who We
Are (the equivalent of Hitler’s table talks) is for not showing the
most authentic Pierce to ordinary people, as Who We Are touches
on taboo issues for American white nationalists: Nordicism, anti-
Christianity, exterminationism and the story worth investigating
to understand the white man is the European, not the American.

There is another problem with Pierce’s referred speech. Like
Hitler’s public speeches, it seems monocausal, and it contrasts
sharply with the posts we’ve been collecting from Robert Morgan
about the American Civil War, which show that a fanatic, suicidal
anti-racism already existed in the US before Jews came en masse
to this continent. But the bottom line is what Will Westcott said
above: almost all Americans, on the right or left, are bad people in
one way or another. The only way to save them would be precisely
what

 
Morgan said five years ago:

In order to accept being called a racist or a Nazi with equanimity,
normal American whites would have to reconcile that with their
country’s history of being violently opposed to racism of any kind,
from the Civil War forward. They would have to admit to
themselves and to others that all of that blood shed in trying to
stamp out racism had been shed in vain, and in fact, worse than in
vain, in an evil cause. They would have to admit that their
ancestors were evil, and that they themselves had also been evil
before they saw the light and became racists.

It’s safe to say the chances of that happening on a mass scale are
almost zero.
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Five possible reactions for whitey
– by Rhodok –

1) Fu*king die already
2) Grovel harder
3) Ignore & hope

4) Race realism (ethno nationalism)
5) Become the racist they fear

I am afraid that many people will not even pause at option 4 but
go directly to option 5.
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I’m still alone
One of the things that strike me when I say that I am speaking to
myself is that some respond that they are listening to me, or that
they have learned about anti-Christian matters thanks to this site.
The reality is that that would be only one aspect of being
accompanied.

A few days ago I quoted once again what Nietzsche said of Luther.
This monk, instead of kneeling in Rome grateful for the
transvaluation of visual values that had started at the very
headquarters of Christendom, none of that impacted him, but
returned to his dark Germany to write religious texts.

White nationalism is a basically American phenomenon. All major
websites are American, not European. Europe died after World
War II when two Judaised nations to the core annihilated it. But
we should not blame Roosevelt’s US and Stalin’s SU one hundred
percent, as both socio-political experiments were two branches
that emerged from the same egalitarian baobab that began to
engulf the West right after the French Revolution.

White nationalism being basically an American phenomenon, a
descendant of the Calvinist Puritanism of the first colonists, is
blind to the values that the Renaissance advocated: the plastic and
visual arts. If we remember the texts of Evropa Soberana, a
European from the westernmost part of Europe, for the Greeks
and the Romans the beauty of the statuary and the temples, more
than the texts—not all of them could read—was central.
Remember what Greg Johnson said in the comments section of
The Occidental Observer in 2012: ‘We need a regime that (1) bans
pornography and (2) erects statues of gorgeous naked nymphs and
athletes in every public square and crossroads’.

The texts of white nationalism, including the ones Johnson posts
on his webzine, bore me (worst of all is the very verbose Unz
Review whose admin is a Jew). They are a direct result of those
who conquered the American continent, alienated in the Old
Testament ethos and consequently inspired by Judaic legalisms
and moralising rather than by the visual arts. Unlike these
Judaised whites, what interests me is the beauty of nymphs,
sylphs, and dryads (and it doesn’t bother me in the least that some
pederasts include androgynous ephebes in the list).

Instead, the pundits of white nationalism, even those who have
read Nietzsche, as little and prudish Luthers are blind not only to
the beauty of the Aryan body, insofar their webzines don’t dream
about it in every crossroad, but blind also about the squares that
should inspire them to create the ethnostate. Remember ‘What
Did Ancient Rome Look Like?’ that I embedded not long ago!

If I am alone it is because I have not been understood when I
speak of the transvaluation. Perhaps many believe that I am still
referring to texts or cold reason, when what I want is an
ethnostate whose architecture resembles the Rome that appears in
the aforementioned video.

The anti-white climate of our time is exactly the reverse of the
dream of putting gorgeous naked nymphs and ephebes in every
public square and crossroads. If contemporary racialists had
already transvalued their values, instead of verbose texts that few
read they would show in their webzines that beauty.

This is one of the reasons why I am not in the least concerned that
the insane American negrolatres, and the blacks themselves, are
smashing white male statues in America. All the statues knocked
down by BLM and the antifa have been statues of clothed
Christians: statues that had to be thrown away anyway after the
Nietzschean revolution. What we need throughout the re-
conquered West are thousands of completely naked pagan
statues showing Aryan beauty in their full frontal glory.

To save the race, values must be revalued, and that means
understanding things as inconceivable to American racists as what
I said to European Vig these days in the context of how music
would sound like if Christianity had not murdered our souls.
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The Danaides

The Danaides is a 1903 painting
by John William Waterhouse

(Private collection)
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Christianity and the JQ are
one and the same!

Neochristianity, or following
Jesus through secular self-
immolation (e.g., white fans
of BLM) is today’s religion.

If an Aryan man of noble
feelings comes to visit this
site, I can assure him that
reading four books will
transfigure his way of
seeing the world.

These books are: Hellstorm
by Thomas Goodrich, the
abridged version of The
Gulag Archipelago, and two
books that appear within
The Fair Race, whose image
appears below: Rome vs.
Judea and Who We Are (PDF
here, hard copy here).

Sooner or later the world
will recognise that Hitler
was right and that until the
West accepts this fact, they
will continue their ongoing
self-destruction, especially
in the US and the UK.

Either way, massive
destruction is unavoidable
because after the Second
World War the Allies must
pay a massive karmic debt.

– Donate button is located
at the bottom of the

sidebar. –

There is an abridged
translation of some
passages of the first
volumes of Deschner’s work
(PDF: here, hard copy: here),
which reproduces a
syntactically-corrected
edition of instalments 1-
124 on this site of
Christianity’s Criminal
History.

Site in a nutshell: here.

This site in a single article:
here. How we differ from
white nationalists: here.

Women understood: here.

See William Pierce’s
quotable quote about

Christianity.

To contextualise our
criticism of Christianity, see
Karlheinz Deschner’s
encyclopaedic history of the
Church in 10 volumes,
Kriminal-geschichte des
Christentums (pic above)
and Richard Carrier’s study
on the inexistence of Jesus
(watch conference: here):

When your god is Jewish,
you can potentially end up
in a runaway philo-Semitic
downward spiral, precisely
what happened to the US.

‘The strongest trees are
rooted in the dark places…’

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

The above book is about
the Holocaust perpetrated
by the Allied forces on the
Germans (here).

Here: an SS pamphlet
explaining National
Socialism.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

The collapse of the
dollar that is
coming will mark

the beginning of the end of
America’s economic and
cultural hegemony over
Europe.

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Read this section from Wm.
Pierce’s Who We Are about
the West’s darkest hour.
 

For a couple of articles on

Richard Wagner and LOTR

click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.
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Impeachment of Man
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Industrial Revolution
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Isaac Newton
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Islamization of the
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James Mason
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Martin Luther
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Matt Koehl
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Mein Kampf (book)
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Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders
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Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
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Ukraine
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(novel)
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United States
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Valens
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Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

Whispering Leaves
(book)

White nationalism

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin
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William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

David Irving’s Website

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

As to The Fair Race’s links
on the top of the
sidebar, see #37. For the
context of the Christian
problem see: here.

When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.

The deep-seated death-
wish that seems to have
taken hold of the collective
subconscious psyche of the
Aryan race after Hitler’s
death is I believe a
consequence of centuries of
Jewish brainwashing via
Christianity and its secular
offshoots.

Once the majority of Aryans
had rejected Hitler they
embraced what remained of
Christianity, Christian
ethics, with a vengeance.
Aryans are aware of what
our race is capable of
becoming from the photos
and films of NS Germany
and many of them hate and
fear their own race’s
potential for greatness due
to attachment to an
irrational morality and so
our race is in a sort of self-
destruct mode.

If the National Socialists had
won the Second World War
our race would not have
entered into this intense
struggle to overcome the
oldest and most effective
weapon of the Jews,
Christianity. So this post-
1945 struggle with the
mental disease of
Christianity does serve a
purpose in that it will either
destroy us for good or
make us even stronger.

Before Aryans can annihilate
the biological Jew on the
physical level they must
destroy the alien Jewish
mind virus on the mental
level by overcoming
Christian morality. —Joseph
Walsh

Whatever you want to call it,
thinking you can aid in
saving the white race while,
at the same time, bending
the knee to Jewish deities
(Yahweh and Yeshua) is
some kind of combination
of insane, dishonest,
cowardly, naive, or very
stupid. To bottom line it, it
won’t and can’t work.

Finally, more than thirty
years after writing my first
book in Spanish, an English
translation is now available
(here).
 

‘White nationalists have
failed because trying to stir
up anti-semitism in a
culture shaped by almost
two thousand years of
Christian delusion and a
white race imbued with the
conviction that a Jew is God
is a fool’s errand’. —R.M.
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